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Launching Orbidder 
Reaching New Heights of Speed and Precision 

Orbidder is an automated RFX Drafting Control Room 
created by The Procurement Office to help your 
organization reach new heights of speed and precision 
when designing, drafting and assembling your tendering 
documents.  



Launching Orbidder 
Reaching New Heights of Speed and Precision 

Orbidder brings the ultimate procurement command 
system to your fingertips. Using a suite of state-of-the-art 
templates developed by the Procurement Office to cover 
the full range of tendering procedures, Orbidder gives you: 
 
1.  A proprietary project design interface that guides your 

project team through its procurement planning 
decisions and creates a customized project blueprint 
that aligns with the appropriate tendering template 



Launching Orbidder 
Reaching New Heights of Speed and Precision 

2.  A drafting control room that allows you to assign 
drafting roles across your project team and monitor the 
progress of your drafting process as team members 
upload their content into the system for each project 

3.  An automated RFX assembly process that instantly 
merges your team’s project-specific content with the 
appropriate tendering template based on each unique 
project design blueprint 

  





Why Do We Need Orbidder? 

Orbidder helps your organization with the following functions: 

1.  Guides you through the critical RFX design planning stage 
2.  Coordinates the drafting of core project content 
3.  Simplifies the selection of the appropriate tendering format 
4.  Accelerates RFX drafting to meet your deadlines 
5.  Integrates project content into the right format 
6.  Organizes reusable content for easy access 
7.  Tracks metrics to identify process bottlenecks 



Why Do We Need Orbidder? 

Orbidder helps you achieve the following results:  

1.  Standardize your procedures and strengthen your 
procurement accountability controls  

2.  Integrate advanced planning across your organization and 
enhance your project governance practices 

3.  Accelerate your RFX drafting process while expanding 
your range of compliant tendering formats  



Orbidder Update 

Launch Mission Accomplished - Full Commercial 
Release 

 Last June we announced the Orbidder initial launch group 
initiative in specially selected locations across North 
America. After the successful completion of that pilot 
project, we are now pleased to announce the full 
commercial release of the Orbidder RFX Drafting System. 
This presentation will cover the following release-related 
topics: 
  
1. Recommendations for upgrading to our brand-new 
treaty-compliant 3.0 series templates; 
 
 



Orbidder Update 

Launch Mission Accomplished - Full Commercial 
Release 

 2. Highlights from our successful Orbidder implementation 
in the Cayman Islands, with insights on how launching 
Orbidder accelerates the deployment of treaty-compliant 
templates; and 
 
3. Updates regarding new Orbidder features, including: 
Orbidder Metrics, our built-in drafting analytics system; the 
Orbidder Vault, our re-usable content indexing interface; 
and the Orbidder User Help Site, the drafting reference 
library created by our procurement experts. 



Update on  
Treaty Compliant  

3.0 Series 
Templates 



Treaty Compliant 3.0 Series Templates 
Ready to Launch for July 1, 2017 

The Procurement Law Office has a proven track record of 
successfully updating the tendering templates of public 
institutions across Canada to meet the emerging global 
procurement standards that have now been formally 
adopted under the Canadian Free Trade Agreement and 
the Canada-Europe Comprehensive Economic and Trade 
Agreement. 

http://procurementoffice.ca/2013/02/19/u-of-ts-negotiable-rfp-wins-another-award/
http://procurementoffice.com/introducing-the-new-canadian-free-trade-agreement-2/
http://procurementoffice.com/introducing-the-new-canada-europe-comprehensive-economic-and-trade-agreement/
http://procurementoffice.com/introducing-the-new-canada-europe-comprehensive-economic-and-trade-agreement/


Treaty Compliant 3.0 Series Templates 
Ready to Launch for July 1, 2017 

In anticipation of the July 1, 2017, formal implementation 
date for these new trade treaties, we have updated our 
Procurement Playbook templates with treaty-compliant 
3.0 versions, including updated versions of the 
prequalification frameworks and negotiated RFP formats 
that were formally adopted under the new trade treaties.  



Treaty Compliant 3.0 Series Templates 
Ready to Launch for July 1, 2017 

For those institutions that recently updated their 
templates based on our 2.0 series (2015 to the present), 
we are offering a spot-repair service to quickly 
incorporate the revisions contained in our 
new treaty-compliant 3.0 series. 

Those institutions that are either still using our 1.0 series 
templates (2009-14) or have not yet had their templates 
updated by our office should migrate directly to our new 
3.0 series.  

http://procurementoffice.ca/services/


Treaty Compliant 3.0 Series Templates 
Ready to Launch for July 1, 2017 

For all template users, we also recommend a rapid 
deployment using our Orbidder drafting system since this 
is the most efficient route to training your organization on  
the use of treaty-compliant templates.  
 
 

http://procurementoffice.com/orbidder/
http://procurementoffice.com/highlights-from-craig-milley-interview-on-the-cayman-islands-2020-vision-case-study/
http://procurementoffice.com/highlights-from-craig-milley-interview-on-the-cayman-islands-2020-vision-case-study/


Cayman Case 
Study Highlights 

 
 
 



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Using Smart Procurement Technologies 

In his June 2016 Purchasing B2b column entitled 
2020 Vision: How to Relaunch Your Tendering System, 
Paul Emanuelli explained how leading-edge innovations 
in tender call drafting are taking the art of tendering to 
new heights of speed and precision. One year later, the 
Cayman Islands 2020 Vision Case Study provides a 
vantage point into how smart tendering templates are 
transforming the government procurement industry. The 
following section provides highlights from that case study. 

http://procurementoffice.com/2020-vision-how-to-relaunch-your-tendering-system/
http://procurementoffice.com/event/2020-vision-a-cayman-case-study/


Advancing the Art of Tendering 

Smart Templates 
 “Most organizations remain mired in outdated tendering 

templates that require manual data entry, produce 
drafting gridlock and create version control chaos. Smart 
templates take us light years ahead of current drafting 
procedures by enabling team members to concurrently 
upload their content to facilitate coordinated document 
drafting and editing while allowing final document 
assembly with the push of a button.” 
 
 

Paul Emanuelli 
“2020 Vision: How To Relaunch Your Tendering System” 

Purchasing B2b magazine, June 2016 



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
The Craig Milley Interview 

For his 2020 Vision case study, Paul Emanuelli travelled 
to Grand Cayman Island to interview Craig Milley, the 
Director of Procurement for the Cayman Islands. Milley, 
who previously led Lethbridge, Alberta, to Summit’s 2013 
Procurement Leadership Award for his successful rollout 
of Negotiated RFPs, is now leading the deployment of 
Cayman’s new procurement system. In a wide-ranging 
interview, Paul and Craig discussed how to 
leverage smart procurement technologies to train end-
users on new procedures that comply with international 
procurement standards. That interview included the 
following topics: 

https://caymannewsservice.com/2015/09/monumental-change-in-works-for-procurement/
http://procurementoffice.com/bringing-human-intelligence-to-procurement-automation/


2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
The Craig Milley Interview 

•  How the Cayman Islands implemented international 
procurement standards, including the concurrent and 
consecutive negotiated RFPs that have now been 
formally adopted under Canada’s new trade treaties, 
to address past compliance concerns raised by the 
Cayman Auditor General; 

•  Why it was essential for a small procurement 
department to leverage Orbidder’s smart tendering 
technology to train end-users in achieving compliance 
with those international standards; 



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
The Craig Milley Interview 

•  How Cayman uses the Orbidder RFX drafting system 
to help guide end-users to the appropriate tendering 
format and coordinate the RFX drafting process in a 
decentralized environment. 



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
The Auditor General Report 

Craig Milley’s journey in implementing international 
procurement standards in the Caribbean began with a 
report by the Cayman Islands Auditor General. As Milley 
explains, the Auditor General concluded that “the 
government had lost control of the public 
procurement process.” In the aftermath of that report, 
Milley, who was the head of the Lethbridge procurement 
department at the time, was hired by the Cayman 
government to help lead their procurement modernization 
effort.  



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Updating and Implementing New Rules  

Milley’s Cayman initiative had two components. First, he 
needed to update the procurement governance rules. 
Second, he needed to quickly implement those 
changes.  
 
Milley drew on a broad range of international standards, 
incorporating elements of the UN Model Procurement Law, 
while looking at other jurisdiction within the Caribbean, as 
well as governance structures in Canada, the U.S. and the 
U.K. As he explains, Cayman became “an experiment to 
bring in the best aspects of many different jurisdictions 
without also inheriting lots of the problems that are part of 
the governance structure in other parts of the world.”  



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Leveraging Technology 

Given his time and resource constraints, Milley also 
determined that technology was the critical link to 
quickly implementing the new procurement system. 
However, he is careful to point out that technology is not 
a substitute for knowledge of the procurement system. 
The key to success was selecting smart procurement 
technologies that help accelerate the implementation of 
proper procurement formats and procedures.  



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Leveraging the UN Model Procurement Law 

Milley notes that the UN Model Procurement Law 
served as one of the key benchmarks for updating and 
expanding the range of tendering procedures and 
templates. “One of the things the Auditor General 
mentioned was the fact that we were using one type of 
procurement process for every type of acquisition. We 
had a one-size-fits-all approach. Clearly it didn’t work. 
One of the things we wanted to do was make sure we 
introduced a l l the di f ferent procurement 
methodologies that were out there. We wanted them 
based in international norms.”  



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Legitimizing Advanced Tendering Formats 

As Milley explains, “the UN Model Law really helped us 
get recognition that these were legitimate tools. 
Whether we’re talking about the use of concurrent 
negotiations, a competitive dialogue, whether we’re 
talking about use of electronic reverse auctions, there are 
other methods out there that can and ought to be used in 
projects. That was one of the nice things we took away 
from the UN Model Law. We actually built that into our 
new governance framework.” This is particularly 
relevant in Canada since Canada’s new trade treaties 
have adopted many of the same international 
standards. 
 



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
The Gold Standard of Procurement Automation 

Once the groundwork was put in place through a proper 
local integration of international standards, technology 
then served as the conduit for the rapid deployment 
of those new processes. By quickly implementing the 
2020 Vision, the Cayman Islands set an international gold 
standard in the adoption of smart procurement 
technologies.  



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
A “Procurement-Centric” Approach 

To properly work, the technological solution must first 
be based on a proper understanding of procurement 
procedures. Automating the procurement cycle cannot 
be driven through a generic and abstract set of 
programming norms since computer programmers are 
not procurement professionals. They lack procurement 
know-how. Starting with procurement intelligence 
makes the difference between success and failure in 
procurement automation.  



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Strategic Execution 

Cayman has a relatively small procurement office 
within a highly de-centralized procurement operation. 
This presented significant challenges in the deployment 
of the new tendering formats. As Milley asks, “how do you 
ensure that people can carry out all of these different 
methods?” He solved this impasse by implementing 
the smart procurement technology contained in the 
Orbidder system, which guides end-users into selecting 
the appropriate tendering template and then coordinates 
the incorporation of content into the selected template.  



Format Selection 
Manual drafting requires an advanced understanding of tendering 
templates to select the appropriate format for each project: 



Advanced Template Architecture 

 
By breaking down content into an RFX Table of 
Elements, Orbidder’s smart templates employ a 
streamlined and modularized architecture that enables 
concurrent drafting and real-time version control and 
assembly. 
 
Orbidder instantly integrates your core project 
elements and variable process elements with the 
embedded standard process elements in the 
appropriate tendering template. 



©	Paul	Emanuelli,	2016	
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2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
The “95/5 Rule” of Strategic Procurement 

The Orbidder system applies the “95/5 rule” of strategic 
procurement, which recognizes that 95% of 
procurement failures are caused by the failure to address 
the five core project design considerations. Project 
scoping, pricing structures, evaluation plans and contract 
assembly strategies must be clearly identified at the start 
of a drafting process since those four factors inform the 
fifth factor, which is the selection of the appropriate 
tendering format. With its interactive interface, the 
Orbidder system helps build project blueprints based on 
the 95/5 formula.  



1.  What are we Buying? 
q  Requirements and Material Disclosures 

2.  What is the Pricing Structure? 
q  Stipulated Sum or Time and Materials 

3.  What is the Evaluation Plan? 
q  Low Bid or High Score 

4.  What are the Contract Terms? 
q  Predefined or Established through 

Dialogue 

5.  What is the Appropriate Tendering Template? 
q The Procurement Playbook 

Design Planning 
To coordinate the RFX drafting process, Orbidder helps project teams 
focus on the five key design planning questions before they start 
drafting: 



Integrating Content into the Right Format 
Behind its simple user interface, Orbidder performs a complex 
analysis to create each unique project blueprint. This helps 
structure your core project elements and align them with the 
process elements from the appropriate tendering template: 



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Using Automation to Train End-Users 

As Milley explains, since his end-users are not 
procurement professionals, they need to be quickly 
trained on the selection of the appropriate tendering 
format. The ability of a software platform to take the 
end-users through a quick decision tree helped bridge 
this resource and knowledge gap. According to Milley, 
the Orbidder technology can “take someone who is not 
experienced in all the rules and regulations of public 
procurement, it can help them decide and can actually 
drive them to the appropriate format. That’s been a real 
game changer.”  



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Technology Expands Procurement’s Influence 

Milley explains that the Orbidder system allowed his 
small office to exponentially expand its influence 
across the organization. “We have fourteen ministries 
and twenty-six public agencies that we deal with on a 
regular basis. We can only be in so many places at one 
time, and certainly automating this whole bid drafting 
process has been a tremendous tool. Not only does it 
allow us to teach and train, but it also allows the end-user 
to make those decisions, and we are still able to effect 
and influence the outcomes.” 



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
The Missing Link for Full Implementation 

In the Cayman Islands, the use of smart procurement 
technology made the difference when implementing 
the full range of tendering formats. As Milley 
acknowledges, “this is probably why the default for many 
years had been one type of procurement format, because 
you just don’t have the ability to train and educate 
everybody on the spot.” Smart procurement technology 
served as the missing link for Milley. “Right now we can 
reach all of our clients in all forty different public agencies 
and certainly that does allow us to be influential without 
having to actually be there.”  



Manual Drafting is Slow and Complicated 
The manual coordination of RFX design planning, drafting and assembly 
is a complex task typically performed under pressing time constraints.  



Compromising Speed or Precision 
Drafting complications inevitably lead to delays, forcing trade-offs 
between project deadlines and content compliance: 
 



No More Compromises 
Orbidder’s high speed precision helps you meet your deadlines 
and maintain your compliance standards: 
 



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Coordinating the Drafting Process 

As Milley explains, the Orbidder system goes well beyond 
template selection and also enables the proper 
coordination of the entire RFX drafting process since 
“the system also allows us to keep visibility of the project 
so we can keep going in, double checking if things are 
moving along.” This allows him to “quickly check in with a 
client on a regular basis as they progress through the 
various stages” of the drafting process. Milley notes that 
this has helped avoid the dreaded “drive-by RFP” that 
comes into procurement departments late in the process 
without any warning and contains serious content flaws.  



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Clients Set Their Own Schedules 

As Milley states, “the beauty of Orbidder is that the client 
drives the schedule. One of the first things they are 
prompted to enter into the system is their expected issue 
date. That’s their decision as to what date they put in 
there.” That issue date serves as the hub for the entire 
drafting process and informs internal progress 
deadlines. In Milley’s experience, “the software is an 
amazing tool because once that date is entered into the 
system, the project team are constantly reminded of their 
own schedule.”  



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Greater Visibility 

Milley also finds that the Orbidder system allows him to 
maintain control over the drafting process since “you 
can go in and actually see how they are doing. You can 
go in, take a quick look, you can contact the client just to 
find out if there’s something happening beyond their 
control. It gives you total visibility. I’ve often said I wish 
this software was around for the past seventeen years 
because it would have made my life as a procurement 
officer a lot easier. That visibility and the ability to see 
inside the project is priceless.” 



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Coordinating Concurrent Drafting 

This Orbidder system also allows the project leads to 
assign different drafting roles to different members of 
the team so, as Milley explains, “someone can work on 
the legal agreements, somebody can be working on the 
pricing form, somebody can be working on evaluation 
criteria. All of those different aspects can be delegated to 
a member of the team and the project manager is 
ultimately going to be coordinating that group effort.” 



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Instant Template Deployment 

Milley can then monitor the progress on the drafting, 
stating that “we’ll communicate with them on a regular 
basis but its not a large-scale rollout in terms of training 
and turning everyone into an expert. The ability to use the 
software, you can use it right away. You will get better, 
you will get quicker, you’ll get faster as you do more 
projects within the system but it’s certainly intuitive 
enough right out of the gate that you’ll see benefits 
immediately.”  



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Hub and Spoke Assembly 

Rather than waiting in sequence to start drafting, each 
member can draft concurrently in a coordinated way. 
As Milley states, with the system, “you truly have the 
ability for work to be going on concurrently so that 
everyone is working in their own space on their particular 
piece but its all housed and is ultimately visible within one 
project.” When compared to the manual use of templates, 
this hub-and-spoke assembly, with the automated 
tendering templates in the middle of the control system, 
helps break the classic logjam of a traditional RFX 
drafting process. 



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Automating Version Control 

The Orbidder system also enables the rapid assembly 
and review of working drafts while maintaining version 
control. As Milley explains, “Our clients love the ability to 
run different versions, especially with the larger teams. 
The project manager even has the ability, as simple as 
toggling a button, to lock out the drafters. You can toggle 
out the drafters, run the version, take a look at it, and 
then toggle them back in. The editing process continues 
so you won’t be stumbling over each other in terms of 
who’s got the latest version.”  



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Intuitive System Requires Little Training 

Milley notes that the end-users on the Orbidder system 
were able to immediately use the software to help them 
with the new tendering templates. As he explains, “the 
functionality is very intuitive when it comes to taking a 
client through for the first time who has never seen the 
software before. We give them a brief orientation, and 
help them set up the initial structure of their project, and 
then they go away to start working on it.” 



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Bridging the Resource Gap 

Milley explains that using the Orbidder system allowed 
him to deploy Cayman’s new templates with far fewer 
resources than in his prior manual deployment. As he 
recalls, “My experience with the manual templates goes 
back to 2011 in my prior life with the City of Lethbridge in 
Alberta. The difference in Lethbridge was that my team 
were fairly seasoned professionals, a bigger team and 
more focused on procurement issues on a day-to-day 
basis.” 



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Automatic Assembly 

Milley states that using the Orbidder system allowed him 
to quickly deploy Cayman’s new templates with far 
fewer resources than in his prior manual deployment. As 
he explains, “The difference here is that we’ve been able 
to do the transition almost as quickly with people who are 
not experienced public buyers. It’s night and day.” 
Furthermore, once the end-client departments have 
finished preparing their content, there is no longer a need 
to manually assemble the pieces together into the final 
documents.  
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Traditional RFX assembly requires the manual drafting and 
incorporation of core project content into existing tendering templates: 



2020 Vision: A Cayman Case Study 
Smart Technology for Rapid Deployment 

As Milley explains, “The system does all of that. 
Orbidder will synthesize so if you bring in a pre-existing 
large technical document that you wanted to incorporate 
into the RFP, it’s a matter of attaching the file. The 
system will take it in, will number it, will actually assemble 
it as part of the final document in the right place.” By 
launching the Orbidder system, the Cayman Islands has 
implemented international standards while taking its 
document drafting to a higher level of speed and 
precision.  



How Orbidder 
Works 



How Orbidder Works 
1. First Contact – Automating Project Design Planning 

Orbidder serves as an organization’s first contact point 
for drafting solicitation documents. Leading your team 
through a streamlined series of carefully designed 
questions, Orbidder creates a customized design 
blueprint for each project and performs a real-time 
analysis to select the most project-appropriate RFX 
template as part of that blueprint design. Orbidder 
instantly relays that project design blueprint to the 
organization’s procurement team as each new project 
enters the system. 



Adding a Project 

The streamlined user interface allows for easy project 
initiation by end users.  



§  Click Create Project to start a new project.  



§  Name the project and select a purchase category and division. 



§  Insert the required RFX issue date. 



§  Draft or paste the Initial Mapping Statement project scoping.  



Format Selection: 
Picking a Process Lane 



§  Pick a Process Lane through a simple user interface.  



§  Pick a Process Lane through a simple user interface.  



§  Hovering over the option provides pop up explanations to users.  



§  Refine format selection through the user interface.  



§  Design your contract and pricing structures from a menu of pricing formats.  



§  Select Buttons to identify project areas requiring material disclosures.  



§  Select the desired evaluation format and see the resulting format options. 



§  Choose between RFPs, RFQs and NRFPs based on project needs.  



§  Insert your evaluation categories, weightings and thresholds.  



§  Refine your format selection based on process requirements.  



The Arrivals and Departures Dashboard 

Once the streamlined design planning is complete, 
Orbidder sends the new project to the Arrivals and 
Departures board in the Orbidder Control Room.  



How Orbidder Works 
2. Orbidder Command Centre – Coordinated Drafting 

Orbidder’s specially designed arrivals and departures 
board puts the procurement team in the control room of its 
organization’s tendering operations. From this control 
room, the procurement team can assess incoming project 
blueprints, assign drafting roles and deadlines for 
different project components to members of each project 
team, and monitor progress as team members upload their 
specific modules into the system for final review and 
assembly. 
 



How Orbidder Works 
2. Orbidder Control Room – Coordinated Drafting 

The Orbidder control room also helps maintain compliant 
standards, locking down version control with a 
professionally designed and customized suite of 
Procurement Office tendering templates. These state-of-
the-art smart templates help organizations navigate the 
legal and operational challenges of the tendering process 
while project teams focus on finishing the project-specific 
components of each RFX. 



§  Monitor the status of all current drafting projects. 



§  Click into the details of specific projects.  



§  Hover over the Progress bar for a breakdown of what’s 
delayed and what’s not. 

§  Click through for a full Project Metrics Report 



Assigning and Monitoring Drafters 



§  Head of Procurement Assigns a procurement lead for a new project 
after receiving an automatic email notice of a new project arriving 
onto the Arrivals and Departures board.  



§  After receiving an automatic email notice of a new assigned project, 
Procurement Lead Assigns drafting roles to members of the project team. 



§  Procurement Lead can Assign different roles to different team members or 
assign all roles to the same individual. 



§  Procurement Lead Assigns internal drafting deadlines to team members 
who receive automatic email notices of their assignments. 



§  The Progress bar then becomes active, allowing all users to see 
the status of the project elements  



§  Once the Drafters are assigned, the project status changes from 
“Project Pending” to “On Time” with deadlines pending or 
“Delayed” if internal deadlines have been missed. This serves as 
an early warning system to help keep your postings on schedule. 



How the Drafters Use Orbidder 



§  When Drafters log in, they see a personalized version of the Arrivals 
and Departures Board that shows all projects in which they’ve been 
assigned a role. 



§  This allowed Drafters to monitor their assignments and manage their 
deadlines.   



§  Drafter Clicks Initial Mapping Statement to access that project element.  



§  Drafter Inserts Initial Mapping Statement content.  



§  Once the Drafter has marked the section as complete, the 
corresponding indicator on the Progress bar will change from grey 
(on schedule but unfinished) or red (late and unfinished) to green 
(completed). 



How Orbidder Works 
3. Ready to Launch – Instant Assembly 

Once the drafting team finishes drafting or uploading its 
project content, Orbidder is ready for instant assembly of 
the final tendering document based on the original project 
design blueprint, integrating the project-specific elements 
with the appropriate RFX template.  
 
It’s as easy as 1-2-3. With the push of a button, 
organizations can release final RFX documents on their 
current bidding sites in record time. 



•  All green means you are good to go 
to assembly.  



Variable Process Elements 
automatically integrate into template. 



§  Process dates automatically 
populate into template and serve as 
benchmarks for tracking the 
percentage of contracts that are 
posted and awarded on time.  



Core Project Elements automatically 
integrate into template. 



Seamless integration of project and 
process elements.  



Recent 
Developments  

 
Orbidder Metrics 

User Help Site 
Orbidder Vault 



Orbidder Metrics 

 Orbidder Metrics helps you identify drafting bottlenecks, 
allowing you to track the details and collect statistics at the 
project level and institutional level: 



Orbidder Metrics 

 



Orbidder Metrics 

 



Orbidder Vault 

 
The Orbidder Vault includes the following three components: 
 
The Global Vault contains free content vetted by the 
Procurement Office for shared access by all Orbidder users. 
 
The Local Vault gives drafters general access to your 
organization’s standard agreements, specifications, 
evaluation criteria and other content stored in your private 
drafting library. 
 
The Snippet Library gives drafters directed access through 
an interactive interface to preloaded content in your private 
drafting library that aligns with specific parts of the templates.  



Orbidder Vault 

 



Vault 

Global Vault 

Local Vault 
Procurement Office Standard Pre-Bid NDA 

Most Recent Free Snippet Pack 

Detailed Financial Viability Analysis Criteria  

Module for Enhanced Consensus Scoring Protocols 

Term Sheet Checklist for Negotiated RFPs 

Selection Letter Template for Negotiated RFPs 

Add Files Add Folder Delete 

§  Drafters have immediate access to 
free shared content vetted by the 
Procurement Office in the Global 
Vault.  

Free Access to Our Global Vault 

 



Customize Your Local Vault 

 Build your own inventory of local content to store in your local 
vault for shared access by drafters across your organization: 



Drafters Then Use Local Vault Content 

 



Customize Your Snippet Library 

 

§  Create a local 
inventory in your 
Snippet Library that 
directs drafters to pre-
existing content that 
they can drop into the 
appropriate sections of 
the templates directly 
through their drafting 
interface.  



Drafters Then Use Snippet Content 

 



Drafters Then Use Snippet Content 

 



§  Users can preview the 
content of a snippet using 
the “View” option and, if 
they like what they see, 
click “Insert” to populate 
their drafting field. 

Drafters Then Use Snippet Content 



User Help Site 

 §  Orbidder users also have free access to a User Help Site containing an extensive 
library of user support instructions: 



User Help Site 

 §  Drafters can select from a range of topics incorporating both Orbidder-specific tips 
and broader drafting principles: 



User Help Site 

 §  The instructions were prepared by our procurement experts to provide an 
unparalleled training interface to help users with their procurement documents: 



Launching 
Orbidder 

 
 
 



Launching Orbidder 
No Need for Internal System Integration 

 
Do we need our IT department to help launch? 
 
No. System users can go online and access Orbidder without 
any coordination with their IT departments. In fact, Orbidder’s 
interface was designed to be compatible with portable devices 
so that you can use the service 24/7 to meet your deadlines 
no matter where your procurement files take you. 



Launching Orbidder 
External Hosting for Accelerated Deployment 

 
Can we host Orbidder within our own IT systems? 
 
No. Orbidder’s proprietary operating system is housed on the 
Procurement Office’s secure external platform. This enables 
the proper functioning of the Orbidder system, greatly reduces 
the time and expense of system deployment and enables us to 
provide you with free support tools, along with further training 
and project support services if required. 



Launching Orbidder 
You Control Your Confidential Information 

 
Will the information in Orbidder be kept confidential? 
 

Yes. The information in Orbidder is treated at the highest 
levels of confidentiality. Your organization has complete control 
over the information that it puts into Orbidder. Each 
organization’s information remains confidential to that 
organization and will not be disclosed, commercialized or sold 
to third parties. No third parties will be allowed to access your 
organization through Orbidder for advertising or other 
unauthorized purposes.  
 



Launching Orbidder 
Secure Information Hosting 

 
Where is the information hosted? 
 
Orbidder is hosted within a secure data fortress environment 
operating at the same level of security used by banking 
institutions and the military. 
 
Canadian institutions should note that our data fortress 
complies with Reliability Certified by Public Works and 
Government Services Canada – Industrial Security Directorate 
and that all Canadian institution information in the Orbidder 
system remains on servers in Canada. 



Launching Orbidder 
Not a Posting or Bid Receipt Service 

Do we use Orbidder to post our bid opportunities? 
 
No. Orbidder is not a bid posting or bid receipt system. It is 
a service that assists you in designing, drafting and 
assembling your tendering documents. After launching 
Orbidder, you can continue to use your existing technology 
platforms to post your solicitations and receive bids. You 
do not need to replace your current RFX posting and bid 
receipt systems.   



Launching Orbidder 
Payment 

How do we pay for Orbidder? 
The Orbidder service is provided for a low monthly fee. 
 
Are we locked into any long term commitments? 
There are no long term commitments on our standard 
service. You can cancel that service at any time. 



Launching Orbidder 
Other Costs? 

Are there any other costs to use Orbidder? 
 
Yes. A one-time fee applies for the development of your 
organization’s specially customized and configured suite of 
tendering templates, which are based on the new 
Procurement Office 3.0 series of tendering templates.  



Launching Orbidder 
Backwards Compatibility to Existing Templates 

Can we use Orbidder with templates already developed 
for us by the Procurement Law Office?  

Absolutely. Orbidder was carefully designed to ensure that 
it is backwards compatible with our 1.0 and 2.0 
series templates, which share a similar modularized 
architecture as our new treaty compliant 3.0 series. If 
you already have Procurement Office templates our team 
will perform a digital configuration to get you launched on 
Orbidder based on our new 3.0 series. Please contact 
us for configuration and update fees.
  

http://procurementoffice.com/are-you-ready-for-the-new-trade-treaties/


Launching Orbidder 
Compatibility with Non-Orbidder Templates? 

 
Can we use Orbidder with other templates? 
 
No. Orbidder uses a proprietary design planning process that 
guides users through a series of questions to create a 
customized project blueprint. That blueprint includes digital 
interfaces that, during document assembly, merge project-
specific content into the appropriate Procurement Office 
template. Other tendering templates are not compatible with 
this automated design and assembly process.  



Launching Orbidder 
Amortizing Template Development Costs 

We don’t currently have the budget for template 
development. Are there any options for us? 
 
Yes. We offer a special no up-front fee launch package for 
those organizations that commit to a two-year term at a 
monthly fee that covers the hosting service and template 
development fees. After the initial two years, you will 
automatically be converted to the same standard monthly 
fee arrangement as other users who paid for their template 
development up front. 



Launching Orbidder 
Range of Tendering Formats 

What tendering documents can Orbidder help us create? 
 

With Orbidder you’ll have the complete Procurement Playbook 
at your fingertips, professionally designed to comply with 
applicable procurement rules.  



Launching Orbidder 
Transferability 

Will our templates be locked into the Orbidder 
system? 
 
No. Procurement Office templates are designed to be 
seamlessly useable outside of the Orbidder system with 
standard word processing software. Authorized users 
within your organization’s Orbidder control room will be 
able to access your base templates at any time. If you 
cancel the Orbidder service, you can continue to use those 
templates outside of Orbidder at no additional cost. 



Launching Orbidder 
Other Costs Per Transaction? 

Are there any additional costs based on the number of 
documents we create or number of users in our 
organization? 
 
No. The only costs associated with using the Orbidder 
service are the initial costs for template development and 
the fixed monthly fee. That monthly fee gives your 
organization unlimited access to the system for an 
unlimited number of tendering documents. 



Launching Orbidder 
Number of Permitted Users 

Will everyone in our organization have access to 
Orbidder? 
 
Yes, if that’s what you want. Your procurement department 
will have control to authorize end-users in the various 
departments within your organization to access the 
Orbidder system for their discrete projects. Your 
organization will also determine which super-users have 
access to the control room where all in-process projects 
can be monitored. 



Launching Orbidder 
A Tool for Your Entire Team 

If we use Orbidder, can we still use our own lawyers 
and legal agreements? 
 
Absolutely. Orbidder was designed to assist your entire 
procurement team. With Procurement Office tendering 
templates, you can continue to use your own legal 
advisors and legal agreements within Orbidder. We 
recommend that you give your organization’s legal 
advisors access to your control room so that they can be 
part of the core procurement coordinating team. 



Launching Orbidder 
Additional Training and Transactional Support Services 

Are additional support services available with Orbidder if 
we need further assistance using the system? 
 
Yes. For those organizations that do not currently have in-
house procurement lawyers, the Procurement Office can help 
develop updated legal agreements to use with the rest of your 
Orbidder templates. The Procurement Office is also available 
to provide further support and training for your deployment of 
Orbidder, for specific procurement projects and for other 
procurement services. We also offer an Orbidder Platinum 
plan with enhanced enterprise-wide user support. Details 
about our complete suite of services are available on request. 



Launching Orbidder 
Using Orbidder for a Single Project 

Can we use Orbidder for a single project? 
 
Absolutely. We designed Orbidder for its own use to give us a 
leading edge in servicing our clients with major procurement 
projects. If your organization needs help on a project-specific 
basis, you can retain the Procurement Office to assist you 
using Orbidder, allowing you to preview the system while 
launching your project with speed and precision. If you don’t 
yet have our templates in place, a single template will be 
included in the applicable fee. We recommend that you pick 
your most challenging project for that test drive since Orbidder 
was built to help you take on your biggest challenges. 



Launching Orbidder 
Free Orbidder Demos for Template Users 

Can we demo Orbidder for free? 
 
Yes. We have a number of demo rooms set up for 
organizations that want to take Orbidder on a two-week test 
drive. Please contact us if you’d like to reserve a spot.  



www.procurementoffice.com 
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